[Diagnosis and therapy of psychogenic paralyses in the hand region].
Beside the importance of its prehensile function the human hand plays an essential role in the conveyance of expression. Manual gestures support the mimic and confirm the spoken word. Based on the psychofunctional connection between mimic and gesture the hand becomes an outlet for psychogenic disorders. The resultant projection of emotional processes into motor disorders has been a matter of conjecture etiologically. Psychogenic manifestation in isolated motor disorders of the hand is considered to be either a functional nervous disorder or a focal dystonia. In comparison to the conversion phenomena reported up until now, in which flexor muscle units of the hand are involved with increased muscular activity (spasm), the cases presented here are characterized by a functional motor disorder manifested as an isolated paralysis of a selective extensor muscle unit (M. extensor pollicis longus) of the hand. After a multidisciplinary approach including clinical morphology, neurology, EMG and psychiatry the final diagnosis of a psychogenic paralysis of the hand is made using direct electro-stimulation of the neuromuscular unit with a needle electrode under simultaneous elimination of the psychic influence (general anesthesia without muscular relaxation). Through such confirmed motor inactivity the psychic genesis of the clinically existing paralysis is proven. Through immediate introduction of a multimodal therapy including physical and psychiatric treatment psychogenic paralyses of the hand can be restored totally.